
Kintetsu International Express
12 days Sample Itinerary

School Trip to JAPAN with JR Pass

Osaka > Kyoto > Hiroshima > Tokyo

Kintetsu Network around the world



This is

Global Capabilities
Kintetsu International is among the largest travel companies in the world. We're part of Kintetsu 
Corporation that is part of the multi-billion dollar conglomerate operating railroad systems, freight 
forwarding companies, departments stores, restaurants, theaters, and hotel chains. We are involved 
intimately in the way people move, how they enjoy themselves and the how conduct and run their 
businesses. Our level of integration provides you the most exciting, cost effective, and efficient 
travel by utilizing our vast worldwide network of services. Whether you are embarking upon a 
dream vacation, coordinating a business meeting, looking for an ideal property to host an event or 
want to create an itinerary that mixes business travel with leisure, we can be your guide. 
Despite the availability of an almost infinite amount of choice in travel solutions on the Internet, in 
the newspaper or libraries, working with an expert saves time, offers security, and makes the most 
of your travel budget. Kintetsu International makes the process of choosing where to go, where to 
stay and what to do easily. All you have to do is to let us know when and where you want to go. 
We'll find the best airfare, ideal hotels and sightseeing tours. We'll also provide local guides and 
make sure every detail is attended to. It’s possible because of our worldwide size which brings us 
the capability to negotiate on your behalf.

We Take You Personally
Don't expect an online ticket broker to anticipate anything about your travel plans other than 
supplying your ticket. However expect Kintetsu to take your needs personally. This enable us to 
know and anticipate the way you or your associates like to travel. We'll make sure all your travel 
arrangements are consistent with your expectations and the rest of the details covered so you can 
enjoy the trip. As the Information Technology has made information more accessible, it can't adjust 
to the individuality of the traveler. It is our great pleasure to provide you all the support and the 
service to make your travel the very best.

A Comprehensive Choice Of Services
Kintetsu strives to match our services with your needs—whether you want to organize an exotic 
vacation, plan the ultimate corporate event, build a motivating incentive program, plan a group 
travel tour, go on a fact-finding business trip or enjoy the most competitive service at hotels around 
the world, Kintetsu International is your travel resource. We have offices in Sydney, Melbourne, 
Cairns, Gold Coast, Auckland as well as in other cities around the globe. And every one of them is 
linked to a sophisticated, comprehensive data bank assembled from years of experience. Put 
Kintetsu to work for you and discover all the possibilities.



SAMPLE ITINERARY

DAY 7: Hiroshima (JR Pass DAY 3)
Breakfast at hotel
Takkyubin service from Hotel in Kyoto to Hotel in Tokyo
Transfer to Hiroshima by a bullet train
Own arrangement to explore Hiroshima | Miyajima Island
Overnight at Hotel in Hiroshima

DAY 8: Hiroshima (JR Pass DAY 4)
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement to explore Hiroshima
Samples: Peace Memorial Museum & Peace Park etc
Transfer to Tokyo by a bullet train
Overnight at Hotel in Tokyo

DAY 9: Tokyo (JR Pass DAY 5)
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement to explore Tokyo
Samples: Tokyo Disneyland
Overnight at Hotel in Tokyo

DAY 10: Tokyo (JR Pass DAY 6)
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement to explore Tokyo
Samples: Meiji Shrine, Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building 
Observatory & Team Lab Borderless etc
Overnight at Hotel in Tokyo

DAY 11: Tokyo – Australia (JR Pass DAY 7)
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement to explore Tokyo
Samples: Asakusa Kannon Temple, Odaiba Mirai-kan & Harajuku
Transfer to Haneda airport for your flight to Australia
Take a flight to Australia

DAY 12: Australia
Welcome home! 

DAY 1: Australia – Osaka
Gather at Airport 
Check in for your flight to Itami via Tokyo

DAY 2: Osaka - Kyoto
Arrive at Itami Airport via Tokyo (AM)
Meet and greet with an airport assistant
Transfer to your hotel by a private coach or Limousine bus
Own arrangement explore Kyoto

Samples: Sanjusangendo etc
Overnight at Hotel in Kyoto

DAY 3: Kyoto
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement explore Kyoto
Samples: Fushimi Inari & Arashiyama etc
Overnight at Hotel in Kyoto

DAY 4: Kyoto
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement explore Kyoto
Samples: Kinkakuji & Philosopher’s Walk etc
Overnight at Hotel in Kyoto

DAY 5: Nara (JR Pass DAY 1)
Breakfast at hotel
Transfer to Nara by JR train
Own arrangement to explore Nara
Samples: Todaiji Temple & Nara Park etc in Nara
Nishiki Market & Gion etc in Kyoto
Overnight at Hotel in Kyoto

DAY 6: Osaka (JR Pass DAY 2)
Breakfast at hotel
Own arrangement to explore Osaka
Samples: Osaka Castle & Dotombori etc in Osaka
Shopping at Shijo Kawaramachi in Kyoto
Overnight at Hotel in Kyoto



JAPAN RAIL PASS

-Traveling through Japan for business or leisure?
-Are you looking for the most cost effective way to travel Japan?

Then the Japan Rail Pass is for you!

Kintetsu International Express is one of the authorized Travel Agents who are licensed to 
issue a Japan Rail Pass Exchange Order!

Japanese railway systems are efficient, punctual and comfortable making it the best 
transportation in Japan. You can travel everywhere in Japan with this pass as this covers the 
entire Japan Railway JR System! Whether you are going to Japan for business or leisure, JR 

Pass is the most cost effective way of transportation, so it’s a MUST HAVE.

The Japan Rail Pass comes in 7, 14 and 21 consecutive days, and each passes are available in 
Ordinary (Economy) and Green (First class). 

*Child rate is available between 6 to 11 years inclusive  (Less than 6 years age can travel free on trains).

The passes are payable in Australian dollars, please check the price online 
<https://www.kintetsu.com.au/jrp/>

or please call us as exchange rate changes every Friday; 
surcharge may apply for credit card payments.

If you are a group travel coordinator and would like to purchase Japan Rail Passes through 
Kintetsu, please consult our staff for the group discount!

For more details, please check our website below,
https://www.kintetsu.com.au/jrp/

-JR Pass can only be purchased overseas, so must be obtained before you arrive in Japan.
-Limited conditions apply. 

Please visit <http://www.japanrailpass.net/en/> to make sure you will be eligible.

Japan Rail Pass

Type
Ordinary Green

Duration

7 Days ¥29,650 ¥39,600

14 Days ¥47,250 ¥64,120

21 Days ¥60,450 ¥83,390

https://www.kintetsu.com.au/jrp/

